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An argument

              In our age of plastic materiality allowing infinite 

possibility, there exists a realm above the physical or real 

that consists of multilayered representations. These 

representations build themselves through reproduction 

and place themselves above the real. Through this, an 

idealized world of symbols and suggestions inform our 

notions of consumption, desire and the power of capital. 

This entity pervades all facets of culture, and social media 

sites are a space in which this monster is both reinforced 

and fought. Reinforcement is seen in the social media 

accounts of corporations, in which the physical is referred 

to without being represented and the suggestion of the 

ideal takes priority as the main substance. Dissent from 

this world is seen in accounts like davidhenrynobodyjr, in 

which hyperreal symbols are combined with visceral 

depictions of physical matter to expose this realm as a 

grotesque facade. Ultimately, I will argue that the 

hyperreal is a capitalist function that works to maintain 

the notion that this idealized realm is reached through 

purchase.  



"We.. live in a 

universe 

everywhere 

strangely similar 

to the original - 

here things are 

duplicated by their 

own scenario.”

:/

- Baudrillard 
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Simulation

The

Now



A STAR WARS CASE STUDYA STAR WARS CASE STUDY

The Star Wars franchise is one of the
strongest examples of the way that a
franchise functions as an ever-reproducing,
self-reinforcing series of symbols and
suggestions that creates a world above the
physical, independent of the material.

In order to fully
understand how Star
Wars has come to fully
transcend the real, let's
look at the timeline of the
franchise.



A STAR WARS CASE STUDYA STAR WARS CASE STUDY

Event Significance

1977 - Star Wars Episode IV
released

A fictional universe is established, with
intentions for long term expansion

1978 - First line of plastic toys
released

Material is used to replicate and
reinforce the immaterial

1980-1999 - Four more Star Wars
movies are released, and material
product lineup continues to expand

The movies and merchandise work in
tandem to secure Star Wars as a cultural
and economic force that occupies more
and more significance in the public
conscience

1999 - The first Lego Star Wars sets
are released

1979 - First licensed Star Wars video
game released

Technology is used to create a
simulation of the immaterial

Now, the toys don't simply mimic Star
Wars, but rather Lego mimics Star Wars
while Star Wars mimics Legos. The
hyperreal reciprocally establishes itself. 

2005 - Lego Star Wars: The
Video Game is Released

A digital representation of a material
representation of a universe - the
material is lost and many intertwined
layers exist within the hyperreality.



A STAR WARS CASE STUDYA STAR WARS CASE STUDY

Ultimate Takeaways
The Star Wars franchise now does not exist primarily in
any of its specific formats (movies, toys, games) but
rather as a cultural force of symbols and ideals instilled
by each of these formats. The franchise has proliferated
across so many platforms that any individual
manifestation of it is not considered actually
individuated, but a representation of the franchise in the
hyperreal. The way to access this hyperreal, of course, is
through purchase. 



Another place in which this idealized

realm is reinforced is the social media

accounts of corporations; they do this

through referencing their physical

product without actual representing it, all

while promoting the virtues of their brand

or mascot as the main substance of their

product. In this, the consumer believes

they’re buying the virtue rather than the

physical object.  

The Hyperreal 
Continues



Instance 1

The product being
advertised here is cereal.
However, no actual
physical is shown, merely
suggested. The only
things represented are the
mascots of during cereal
products Kellogg's offers.
Through continuous
conditioning through
advertising, consumers
recognize Sam the
Toucan as representing
Froot Loops, Snap,
Crackle and Pop as
representing Rice
Krispies, and Tony the
Tiger as representing
Frosted Flakes. Because
the consumer knows
these associations, the
actual material (cereal) is
unneeded. Furthermore,
this image clearly is a
recreation of Mount
Rushmore.

Mount Rushmore itself is
already a symbol that
appropriates material to
inform our notions of
American government and
hero culture. Therefore,
Kellogg's utilizing its
likeness to advertise their
mascots aligns the brand
with the patriotic American
ideals being represented by
Mount Rushmore.

Finally, it is important to
note that Tony the Tiger
has retweeted this. This
implies that Tony has
enough agency to justify
having his own twitter
account. His retweeting of
the corporation that
created him further
strengthens the spectacle
created, and demonstrates
how self-referential the
simulation is. 



Instance 2

In the previous instance,
the product (cereal) was
referenced but not
represented. Here, the
product is not even
referenced. All we have is
the brand and the mascot.
This is significant
because it demonstrates
the ultimate unimportance
of the physical in
establishing the ideal. A
person uses their money
to buy the image and the
feel, not the product.
Furthermore, this image
demonstrates the ways in
which multiple platforms
reinforce each other, just
like we saw with Star
Wars. In this image, we
have a mascot tweeting
about a filter that exists
on Snapchat. This is a
highly efficient means of 

manipulating people into
perpetuating the symbolism
of brands. Snapchat is a
widely used form of
communication, especially
amongst young people.
Therefore, inserting a filter
into Snapchat that people
will use in communicating
with one another means
that people will implicitly
reinforce the simulation.
Adding to this, the physical
is further diminished due to
the fact that the filter 

literally replaces one's
face with the likeness of
a hyperreal symbol. This
has startling implications
not only for materiality
but identity and
personhood- what's
suggested here is that an
individual should want to
become Tony the Tiger,
and lose themselves. It
must be remembered
that Tony eats Frosted
Flakes, so one should
too if they wish to
emulate him 

(Note the consistency of

color scheme between

Kellogg's tweets)



Instance 3

Here we have two companies
seemingly engaging in a
twitter "beef", while in reality
reinforcing each others'
marketing campaigns. These
corporations do not exist in
competition with each other,
so their interactions on twitter
can only benefit the both of
them. By calling Taco Bell out,
Old Spice displays itself as a
corporation that has a witty,
funny and bold personality.
Taco Bell responding shows
that it too has a similar
personality. Taco Bell's
response then enables Old
Spice to forgo any
consideration of the material,
and reinforce the brand's
image through symbols of
hyper-masculinity. They deny
the actual components of their
product to list buzz-words that
service their aura. 

"The Circle Jerk"

This dynamic plays out frequently between
corporations on twitter but there is an important
point to make - it's never the any person involved
with the company tweeting, it's the company
itself tweeting. We are not meant to picture the
social media director tweeting these things, but
rather these tweets representing the soul of the
corporation. We are meant to believe the
corporations themselves are conversing with no
humans involved, just as the brands exist in their
marketed, idealized realms



Can

The

Simulation

DIE

?



“The whole life of 

those societies in 

which modern 

conditions of 

production prevail 

presents itself as an 

immense 

accumulation of 

spectacles. 

All that once was 

directly lived has 

become mere 

representation.” 

:/
-Debord



On instagram, davidhenrynobodyjr’s account
is a place where the idealized realm is
fought. In certain portraits, David
incorporates the packaging (hyperreal
symbols) of many products into scenes that
involve an abundance of visceral and
physical matter. In others, he excludes the
brand labeling completely, giving
representation solely to the actual products.
Both these styles function to reconnect the
tether between hyperreality and its origin in
material. This ultimately works to expose the
capitalist hyperreality as a facade and
emphasizes the marketing, branding and
suggestibility that these corporations employ
as a grotesque process that exploits and
manipulates the common person.  

To Fight the Simulation



Style 1 ins tance
One

This image combines the imagery
of Subway's brand with its actual
physical products to give a more
visceral, grotesque feel than you
will ever get from a Subway
advertisement. The food and
wrapping taped around David's
face feels constricting - it is as if
he is being smothered by the
products. Furthermore, Subway's
logo appears not as immaterial,
but appearing on a real cup. This
gives the physical primary power,

because the logo is only able to
appear in virtue of the cup being there.
Additionally, the wrapping flowing out
of the cup and the straws sticking into
his face remind the viewer of the
material impact of corporations - trash
is literally flowing from a source with
the Subway logo stamped onto it.
Corporations will readily have you
forget the sheer amount of material
consumed and littered in their process
of money making, but
davidhenrynodobyjr will not let you. 



Style One
instance 

Two

This image attacks both the worlds
created by food products such as
Pepsi, and the idealized, unrealistic
forms presented in beauty
magazines. The female face on the
right of the image is growing out of
David's neck, and the bright sheen
of her neck compared to the more
fleschy, real tone of David's skin
creates an intense contrast. This is
significant because it demonstrates
that real flesh is much different than
that represented in the hyperreal.
The cut outs appear as masks that
cover the true face of this image.
This face is anguished and

overwhelmed. Additionally, the
darkness suggests an emptiness, a
void. This demonstrates the notion
that highly altered images of beauty
hold no truth - underneath them lies a
frightened and unsightly creature.
Finally, the inclusion of the Pepsi can
and colors demonstrate the way that
products suggest themselves through
idealized forms - look at any pepsi
commerical and see if you can find an
ugly person. Beauty and consumer
products are connected in the
simulation, and the way to get in is
always money.



Style One
instance 

3
In this sloppy photo, David
completely overwhelms the
symbols of the simulation with the
physical, and stresses
overabudance and excess as
unsavory traits. Manwhich is
overflowing out of his mouth,
suggesting that he cannot take
anymore. Manwhich is not just
filling his insides, but obscures his
eyes and stains his skin. All this
serves to stress the uncleanliness
formlessness of the product - the
slop gets everywhere and stains
that which it touches.

In addition to appearing as though he's 
drowning in Manwhich, David is
imprisoned by the Manwhich. The
vertical planks upon which the meat
and cans rest are reminiscent of prison
bars and hold David's head in place.
Furthermore, the cans (which feature
the idealized symbols) are what holds
the bars together - suggesting that the
power of corporations to manipulate
behavior through suggestion of an ideal
realm shackles people into a
consumerist system. His eyes, like
many of his portraits, look like a wild
animal's - afraid, confused and
vulnerable.

infinite 

reproducibility = 

gross excess



Style Two 

Instance 2

This photo further cements the
theme of forced consumption
and entrapment, while ultimately
suggesting full submission. The
plastic track leads into his open
mouth, implying that whatever
placed on the track will force its
way into David. However, in
other photos his face is frantic or
weary whereas this photo seems
to find him excited. This
suggests that he is excited to
receive what comes down the
track, almost like the dog that
awaits the treat. In this, we see
David asserting that many

in anticipation of what they will next
consume. They always await the next
product, the next best thing that they
can buy. This is photo is particularly
striking because it shows full
submission to the simulation. The
person seems to be morphing into
plastic - the vibrant colors upon his
skin and the ultra blue wig. This man
is being swallowed by the world of
consumerist ideals, but is still happy to
consume whatever is suggested to
him. David issues this photo as a
warning to resist surrender to the
beast. 



Fate of 

The Simulation

        As our society moves towards more and more digital 

representation, it is safe to assume that the simulation 

will only grow. Our capabilities for reproducibility of 

images and symbols will only grow as more platforms for 

expression develop. However, this comes with two sides. 

This development will allow for the higher and stronger 

manipulation of societal notions from bodies of power like 

corporations. However, this expansion of representation 

will also allow artists like davidhenrynobodyjr to better 

express their messages of subversion. Essentially, either 

side will grow and one simply must know where to look. As 

citizens, we must always remember that we hold 

incredible power as consumers. Corporations live and die 

by our money, and mediums that expose their 

manipulation will only become more necessary. 
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